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Abstract
Deliverable D4.2 Development of Privacy Protection and Anonymization Mechanisms in the
MAS2TERING project focuses on data protection and secure communication technologies,
architectures and implementations. The deliverable presents detailed information about smart grid
security and data protection technologies to be utilised for the MASTERING platform as discussed in
D4.1.
In this document, the general context of using security and anonymization technologies in smart grids
are presented in detailed. According to these requirements, secure communication technologies is
discussed in detailed for the existing technologies in the MAS2TERING platform such as agent to
agent and agent to other service (forecasting). In this section it has been discussed the usage of the
JADE-S and Secure Communication Protocol (SSCP). Further the data access control process is also
detailed using PANDA technology. Finally the data privacy protection technologies is presented in
detailed by comparing existing anatomization technologies.
This deliverable will be the path for the development of the other deliverables such as D5.4, D5.5 to
provide security, privacy and secure communication in the scope of MASTERING project.
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Executive summary
MAS2TERING platform offers a secure, reliable and interoperable smart grid management solution.
WP4 is to specify, design and develop a set of components for cyber security of smart grids. To
achieve these targets, the data protection and the security among the communication components
becomes a vital issue to be tackled. Hence, D4.2 focuses on these secure communication and data
protection requirements. The document presents detailed information about the secure communication
technologies and availability for the proposed platform. Further it also presents data privacy protection
technologies and anonymization process in detail.
Since the security among the communication components became highly important issue. The needs
for the security requirement for these components is briefly defined in this deliverable. Further,
JADA-S and Secure Communication Protocol (SSCP) is discussed in detailed. In MAS2TERING
platform there are several layer of the communication protocol exist which start to communicate from
Home Automation Network (HAN) to District Service Operator (DSO) using agent to agent, and agent
to other services. Hence, the security of these huge networks needs to be fulfilled with highly trustable
and robust security mechanism. Moreover, the data privacy protection is another big problem during
the communication of the devices. The data protection becomes highly vital for the smart grids.
Therefore, several anonymization technologies have been discussed in detailed in this deliverable such
as K-Anonymity, K-Map, L-Diversity, P-Closeness and Differential Privacy.
Moreover, the protection of the HAN is highly vital to provide a reliable smart grid. In this deliverable
a PANDA based framework is proposed to prevent the intrusion attacks to HAN.
In summary, this document describes several aspects of cybersecurity in smart grids, including secure
communication, data access communication and data privacy protection / anonymization. These
aspects are illustrated with strengths and weaknesses of the associated methodologies. Further, the
final selection of technologies is also presented.
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Abstract

Deliverable D4.2 Development of Privacy Protection and Anonymization
Mechanisms in the MAS2TERING project focuses on data protection and
secure communication technologies, architectures and implementations.
The deliverable presents detailed information about smart grid security and
data protection technologies to be utilised for the MASTERING platform
as discussed in D4.1.

(for dissemination)

In this document, the general context of using security and anonymization
technologies in smart grids are presented in detailed. According to these
requirements, secure communication technologies is discussed in detailed
for the existing technologies in the MAS2TERING platform such as agent
to agent and agent to other service (forecasting). In this section it has been
discussed the usage of the JADE-S and Secure Communication Protocol
(SSCP). Further the data access control process is also detailed using
PANDA technology. Finally the data privacy protection technologies is
presented in detailed by comparing existing anatomization technologies.
This deliverable will be the path for the development of the other
deliverables such as D5.4, D5.5 to provide security, privacy and secure
communication in the scope of MASTERING project.
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1

Introduction

The goal of T4.2 is to design and develop data and privacy protection and anonymization mechanisms.
These mechanisms will be used to support data exchange between the user/client site and the
aggregation site. The mechanisms will be embeddable within a multi-agent system environment, to
enable their use by an aggregator agent that received data for subsequent analysis.

Concretely, this document will serve as a reference and support of the technical details of the
development of a secured data transmission system scalable up to big data in cloud environment,
considering the accuracy, resolution and amount of data expected from smart Information &
Communication Technology (ICT) components. Aspects such as authenticity, availability, integrity,
reliability and confidentiality have been also considered before, during and after transmission through
the grid. This document covers: Cybersecurity components (focusing on issues of privacy, encryption
and data transmission), with a particular focus on how these components can be integrated with other
WPs in the project – such as the multi-agent systems architecture (WP3 & WP5) and interaction with
the remaining ICT platform (WP2). The components will be demonstrated with reference to the
existing Use Cases (WP6).
This deliverable includes techniques to ensure data privacy, in particular of those obtained from
consumer premises through the open communications infrastructure. It will also devise various
privacy strategies such as anonymization, role-based access control to be efficiently implemented on
the multi agent systems (MAS) platform developed in WP3.
A description of the components developed as well as further details on the design and development
are given within this document.
The deliverable consists of following sections to provide the cybersecurity to smart grids: section 2
presents a general overview of the data protection, privacy and secure communication process with
possible threats and risks. Section 3 presents the mechanisms for the data protection and secure
communication among the several components of the MASTERING platform using JADE-S and
SSCP. Further, PANDA based data access control process is also presented in this section. The section
4 presents the data privacy protection using anonymization techniques, using several approaches such
K-anonymity and ARX framework. Finally the business model for the anonymization process is
presented in the last section.
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2

Protecting Data and Privacy, General Context

MAS2TERING is a large project that has a number of different security requirements, especially as it
involves use of data that may have privacy constraints. In this regard, a detailed evaluation of its
protection is required. However, getting immediately into the details of the deployed protection
mechanisms would be detrimental to better understanding the scope of work carried out in the project.
Instead, we first provide a general overview, followed by a more detailed discussion of components
involved in the project to support security and privacy requirements as given in Annex A.
This section provides a general overview about how data and privacy is protected in the
MAS2TERING project. At the end of this section, the reader should have a general idea about security
issues raised by MAS2TERING and how these issues are handled.
To support security and privacy, we consider two sub-goals. The first sub-goal involves providing an
overview of what is to be secured in the MAS2TERING project regarding the protection of data and
privacy. The second sub-goal consists in providing an overview of how data protection and privacy is
achieved regarding the overall MAS2TERING project. By having a general overview of what is to be
secured and how it is secured, we provide sufficient context for grasping how data and privacy is
protected in the MAS2TERING project. The first sub-goal is tackled in Section 2.1 and the second
sub-goal in Section 2.2.

2.1

What to Secure: Looking for High Risk Security Targets

This section identifies what is to be secured regarding data and privacy in the MAS2TERING project.
In order to achieve this goal, we look for the high-risk security issues in the MAS2TERING solution
that can be coped with. We rely on the high-level data protection risk assessment made in D2.1 which
is based on EBIOS methodology and which is also compliant with the regulatory recommendations
made by the Smart Grid Task Force 2012-14 [2]. However, to further tackle data and privacy
protection considering the specific actors/assets the MAS2TERING architecture has presented in WP2
& WP5, this section will be strongly focused on the perspective of preserving the data confidentiality
given by the Confidentiality-Integrity-Availability (CIA) triad as mentioned in such deliverable
(D2.1).
Thus, hereinafter we investigate risks related to data protection in Section 2.1.1 and then risks related
to privacy in Section 2.1.2; in both cases, considering the standard meaning of risk: an issue is risky if
this issue is frequent (or likely, expectable) and severe.

2.1.1

Data-Related Risks

Data-related risks (unexpected additions, alterations, removal of data) is a very severe risk for nearly
all computational systems and this is the case for MAS2TERING. For instance, undue alterations of
DSO expected consumption plan for the grid can lead to potential failure, such as unnecessarily
buying flexibility and causing critical congestion.
The MAS2TERING project is sensitive to numerous data-related risks. For sake of evaluation, we
relate the MAS2TERING project to the type of computational systems, clustered by data-related risks.
In this regard, the MAS2TERING project is part of the wide class of distributed systems. Briefly, a
distributed system is composed of a set of computational units that can communicate through a
network. These systems are related to two main sources of data-related risks: “local” risks (errors
occurring on a given computational unit) and “communication” risks (errors occurring when data is
exchanged through the network).
We leave out data-related risks on a local computer. Indeed, these risks are either very rare (e.g.
cosmic events altering the RAM) or caused by a problem that is out of MAS2TERING and against
which little can be done (e.g. memory alterations caused by a virus).
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We focus on communication risks. These hazards are reasonably expectable: the MAS2TERING
solution relies on open networks, where malicious entities can be at play. In this regards, two sources
of risks can be distinguished: network failures and undue communication from malicious entities.
In MAS2TERING, the network is assumed to be reliable from a security perspective. In other words,
we assume that no entity can “cut the wires”. While this assumption is relatively optimistic (RotemGalOz) (e.g. Internet provider crashes are frequent) managing the network is clearly out of the scope
of the MAS2TERING project. However, we acknowledge the risks raised by network issues. The
Universal Smart Energy Framework (USEF) itself assumes the network to be reliable. Typically, in
fully complying with the USEF, the whole system would be in jeopardy if a CEMS Internet
connection is disabled, because aggregators (AGRs) wait for PPlans from all CEMS before acting. In
this regard, MAS2TERING project will expand the USEF in D3.3 towards improving resilience
against network failures.
The remaining are risks caused by undue communication with malicious entities. We provide security
solutions against these risks. In other words, we want to protect our system against the action of
certain malicious entities who intentionally try to damage the system by influencing the
communications. More precisely, we assume that these entities can access ongoing messages, alter
them (without cutting communications) and introduce any new messages.
This security is provided through Authentication and Encryption mechanisms as detailed in Section 3.
Briefly, these mechanisms aim at certifying the trustfulness of all agents of the system and at ensuring
that communicated messages can hardly be understood or have their meaning deceptively altered by a
malicious external entity.
2.1.2

Protecting Privacy

Protecting privacy consists in preventing certain pieces of information related to the identity of an
actor (referred to as “private information”) to be known by certain other actors.
Protecting privacy is a key feature of the MAS2TERING project. The operational part of USEF and
thus of the MAS2TERING solution involves data exchange between multiple actors of the system.
Exchanged data can include private information about human users in the system (e.g. their home
energy consumption). Their lives can be highly damaged by the publication of system data (e.g.
knowing when energy is to be consumed is a prime information for burglary). Privacy violations can
highly damage the trust that users have in the system, potentially compromising the system as a whole.
Regarding the goal of this section, we need to further detail the desired degree of privacy protection.
Indeed, privacy protection tends to oppose operational goals of the system, particularly for
MAS2TERING that relies on data exchanges. Taken at an extreme, users can maximize their privacy
by giving no information, but this degree of privacy prevents the system from operating. In this regard,
the right balance is to be found in MAS2TERING.
In order to find this balance, we investigate privacy issues within our system. In other words, we study
how a malicious entity could access critical private information. In order to evaluate all possible
sources of privacy risks, we rely on a distributed systems perspective (as in Section 2.1.1). Privacy can
be compromised by undue access to data (both on the local computer and during transmission on the
network) and by access to data that reveals private information.
2.1.2.1

Risks Raised by Undue Data Accesses

As soon as a piece of data is part of the system, this data can theoretically be unduly obtained by a
malicious entity and used for infringing privacy. A more elaborated risk evaluation is required in order
to determine whether these risks are relevant with regard to the project. In this section we first evaluate
risks caused by local computational units and then by risks caused by the network.
2.1.2.1.1

Undue Access to Local Computational Units

Violation of local computational units constitute a moderate risk. This risk is relatively frequent (e.g.
having a computer infected by a spyware is very likely given the number of free computational entities
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composing the system). The damage caused by these risks remains limited: getting access to legitimate
data for a single computational unit provides only limited privacy-infringing information, see Section
2.1.2.2 for more details. Furthermore, this risk remains minor regarding the overall privacy loss caused
by having a private computer compromised.
In MAS2TERING, we leave out the privacy protection raised by undue access to local computational
units. First, because this risk is only moderate. Second, because protection is better achieved at another
level than the one tackled by MAS2TERING (e.g. operational-system level).
2.1.2.1.2

Undue Access to Network Messages

The network involves a high security risk. The risk is very likely: as data can be very easily sniffed on
the network, especially if the data is sent unencrypted. The risk is very important: large amounts of
information can be obtained in merging the data shared on an open network.
The MAS2TERING project tackles this issue as documented in Section 3. This security is achieved
through encryption and authentication. These mechanisms prevent malicious entities from getting the
content of exchanged messages including false message exchanging from unauthorized users. While
some information can still be obtained (e.g. observing message exchanges between a DSO and an
AGR informs about the presence and difficulty for solving congestion points), this information remain
limited. If further security is required, random noise can easily blur the remaining tracks.
2.1.2.2

Risks Raised by Due Data Accesses

Assuming that computational units and networks are safe, entities of the system still exchange data
that can lead to privacy loss. This section investigates how legitimate exchanges can lead to privacy
violations.
In order to detect possible privacy violations, let us introduce the actors of the system and the data
they exchange. DSOs provide information about long-term congestion points (which is made public)
and for trading flexibility (AGRs). AGRs provide data about expected consumption to DSOs (DPrognoses) and for trading flexibility (to DSOs and other AGRs). CEMS/Prosumers provide
information about their own consumption to AGRs and to forecasting services. Forecasting services
provide general information. In addition to this, external actors can be considered and data may be
shared with them.
For most of these exchanges, privacy is strongly protected by design, from the USEF. Indeed, all
involved parties only provide the minimal amount of information to others in order to keep the system
operating. DSOs only know about aggregated consumption at a given congestion point (one PTU1 per
congestion point). AGRs know about the consumption of each CEMS/Prosumer, without knowing the
details of all the devices. They also know about expected long-term congestion points.
CEMS/prosumers only know about flexibility offers made to them by DSOs. Furthermore, DSOs,
AGRs and CEMSs/prosumers require trust relationships (e.g. as terms in a contract), which involves
strong expectations about privacy protection of partners. While some “gaming” can be performed in
order to unduly access private information (e.g. extracted out of an entity by initiating fake
negotiation), the amount of information to be extracted remains limited and deceivers are easy to spot
and discard.
Remaining exchanges (CEMS/prosumers and AGR towards forecasting and external services) raise
high privacy risks. Most notably, these exchanges lead to the centralization of information about most
of the system actors at a single point. Any successful attack against this point could damage the whole
system performance.

1

Program Time Unit or “timeslots”. In the USEF, a day is split in a successions of PTUs of a given duration
(e.g. 15 minutes). Entities use PTUs for reasoning and discussing about time (e.g. “there will be a congestion
point at connection C at PTU 15:30-15:45”). See (Foundation, 2015) for further details.
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Consequently, we handle this risk in MAS2TERING. Briefly, our solution involves anonymizing data
(the information cannot be related to a given source), while preserving relevant statistical information.

2.2

Security and the Rest of MAS2TERING

This section aims at detailing how security solutions are integrated with regard to the rest of the
MAS2TERING solution.
The overall MAS2TERING solution is module-based, as illustrated in Figure 1. This separation is
useful for lowering the overall project complexity: each module can be handled while introducing the
least conceptual complexity from other modules.

Figure 1: Global MAS2TERING Architecture
The security module follows this general perspective. The rest of this section describes the links that
exist between the security module implemented in this deliverable (data protection and data privacy)
and other modules.
Solutions deployed in MAS2TERING regarding data protection only influence communication
protocols. Concretely, implemented solutions simply add extra protection steps when initiating
communications. Regarding the implementation itself, the addition of this security is nearly
transparent regarding the rest of the system.
Solutions deployed in MAS2TERING regarding data privacy influence agent models and
communication protocols. Concretely, the implemented technique relies on the execution of
anonymization operations from the AGR agent and to protect communications with external entities.
Again, the deployed solutions are highly independent from the rest of the project, thus keeping low
conceptual complexity.
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3

Data Protection Mechanisms

This section present the data protection mechanism in the MAS2TERING platform. The proposed
mechanism has two solutions to provide securing communication and data access for the smart grid
using Mas2tering platform. There are two solutions for the securing communication which are JADES and Secure Smart Control Protocol (SSCP). Moreover, a PANDA based solution is proposed for the
data access controlling proposes. Hence, the following context will be presented in this section;
secure communication with multi agent systems (MAS), securing communication with JADE-S, and
secure communication with SSCP and data access control using PANDA.

3.1

Secure Communication within MASs

This section details how communication is secured in the MAS2TERING solution. According to the
literature (further detailed in D4.1), communication can be sufficiently secured with regards to
MAS2TERING goals by (1) encrypting communications (supporting that data integrity has been
preserved and that the content of communication cannot be understood by undue entities) and (2)
authenticating users of the systems.
Structuring-wise, this section first introduces which solutions are relevant for being implemented and
executed in MAS2TERING depending on the context, based on the overview provided in D4.1. Then,
we further introduce these selected mechanisms and their implementation in following subsections.
Given the wide range of solutions for implementing encryption and authentication mechanisms, we
introduce the main choices we made regarding the selection of the solutions to implement in
MAS2TERING in Section Error! Reference source not found.. These choices lead us to implement
two solutions, one based on JADE-S and another one called SSCP. The implementation of these two
mechanisms is detailed respectively in Section Error! Reference source not found. (JADE-S) and
Section Error! Reference source not found. (SSCP).
3.1.1

Selection of the Solutions (to be) Implemented in MAS2TERING

Selecting which solution to implement needs to be done carefully. Indeed, encryption and
authentication can be achieved in numerous ways, as illustrated by the rich literature on this topic, as
detailed in D4.1. Furthermore, these various solutions can be compared along multiple criteria: there is
no “one better than all the others”. Instead, this choice is dependent on the problem at hand. Thus, a
careful examination of the match between the problem and the solution is to be done.
In deliverable D4.1, two solutions were recommended for secure communication implementation. In
order to have an overview of advantage / disadvantage of each solution, the Table 1 gives a
comparison regarding:
-

Security level

-

Maturity

-

Implementation costs

-

Management costs

-

Performance

-

Dependency costs (impact on the rest of the project)

-

Scalability
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Table 1 The comparison of JADE-S and SSP secure communication solutions

Security level

Maturity

Implementation costs

Management

Performance
in
communication

stateless

JADE-S

SSCP

+

++

(Basic
encryption
&
authentication
mechanisms.
Sufficient for a proof of concept
and simulation. However, this
solution has not been validated
against large-scale and highsecurity situations)

(Encryption & authentication of
request / response)

++

-

(Open source solution with a
community behind)

(As an innovative solution,
needs to be tried & tested)

++

-

(the solution is very simple to
deploy)

(Not yet integrated in JADE
framework, but no need for
PKI)

+

++

(A few options to be defined in
a file, need to design an
authentication server)

(No
manual
management
needed, “plug” and “play”
mechanism with auto-enrolment
process)

-

+

(Needs key negotiation phase
for each communication)

(Enrolment phase is done only
one time)

We selected this platform for numerous reasons. First, JADE-S provides already-implemented
solutions both for encryption and authentication mechanisms. Second, the JADE-S solutions are
relatively strong and can be further expanded for better suiting our needs. Third, JADE-S is well
embedded within JADE, managing security mechanisms can be done very independently on the rest of
the solution. Fourth, JADE-S has been extensively tested and used in practice by several authors [3-4]
To that extent, we can expect high reliability from this solution as well as additional features for
tackling security threats that are not covered by MAS2TERING (e.g. authorization mechanisms,
message digests (e.g. the MD5 algorithm for generating a cryptographic hash function)).
3.1.2

Securing Communication With JADE-S

This section aims at detailing how communications are secured in MAS2TERING by using JADE-S.
This goal has two meanings that need to be tackled. The first meaning is related to security features:
how communications are secured by using this security component. The second meaning is related to
the technical solution: how we made JADE-S securing communications. These goals are handled
respectively in Section 3.1.2.1 and in Section 3.1.2.2.
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3.1.2.1

Security Features

As indicated in the introduction of Section 3.1, secure communication is achieved in MAS2TERING
through two security mechanisms: authentication and encryption.
Our authentication mechanism relies on a third-party server for authenticating users and on standard
test/signature mechanisms provided by encryption. This implementation provides a relatively high
security level as long as user credentials and authentication servers are not compromised.
Our encryption mechanism provides the standard high security features. As it is indicated in D4.1,
state-of-the-art solutions for securing communication require two encryption mechanisms when
authentication mechanisms are used. The first mechanism is to be used for enabling authentication.
This mechanisms provide authentication capabilities (e.g. signature, testing). Once authentication is
granted, the second encryption mechanism is to be used for efficiently exchanging data. In this
regards, we rely on the RSA and the AES protocol. These values are acknowledged to be sufficient for
providing strong cryptographic security [5]
In overall, JADE-S provides a sufficient degree of security for a proof of concept. This solution, while
perfectible, is easy to implement and shows good security features. Furthermore, the solution can
easily be expanded: if the project is pushed to the real-world, the current solutions can be easily
replaced by stronger solutions, but for which the complexity goes beyond the scope of
MAS2TERING.
3.1.2.2

Technical Details

This section further details the implementation of the encryption and authentication mechanisms. A
complete manual can be found in [6].
3.1.2.2.1

JADE-S services

JADE-S services are very simple to include and start. Here are the steps to follow:
•

Add the JADE-S package in the Java running environment (add jadeSecurity.jar to the
classpath).

•

Add the desired set of security services in the JADE configuration file, see Figure 2. The
SecurityService is a mandatory basis for using JADE-S. Authentication is obtained by adding
the PermissionService to this list. The encryption service is provided by adding the
EncryptionService to the list.

•

Specify the input for each service. This input is detailed in the following sections.

services=\
jade.core.security.SecurityService;\
jade.core.security.signature.SignatureService;\
jade.core.security.encryption.EncryptionService;\
jade.core.security.permission.PermissionService

Figure 2: Security services in the JADE configuration file
3.1.2.2.2

Encryption

Nothing is to be added in order to set up encryption services. Further command lines can be added for
specifying the various parameters (e.g. protocols used, size of the keys). The complete list of available
parameters (e.g. symmetric and asymmetric encryption protocols) is provided in [6].
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3.1.2.2.3

Authentication

Authentication consists in providing means for identifying an agent and determining whether this
agent is trustworthy or not.
We expanded the JADE-S framework in order to plug our own server. Basically, we were unsatisfied
by basic JADE-S authentication mechanisms. These mechanisms either rely on local passwords (a
local file stores whether a user is part of the system) or on extensive server-management solutions (e.g.
Kerberos server). Both solutions are not satisfactory with regards to MAS2TERING: they are either
too weak in terms of security and functionality or they are too complex to setup (setting up a Kerberos
server just for a proof of concept is beyond the scope of the proof of concept we want to provide in
MAS2TERING).
Instead, we developed our own Java-based server. We expand JADE-S for integrating our own custom
login module instead of relying on a baseline login module. This solution compromises relatively high
security with low implementation costs, which suffices for proof of concept and simulation purposes.
Here are the steps to follow in order to integrate one’s own authentication solution:
•
•
•
•

In the configuration file, indicate that we want to use our own authentication module and
provide a file indicating which class to look for (see Figure 3)
Indicate which class to refer to in the jaas.conf file (see Figure 4)
Design the login module (expanding the javax.security.auth.spi.LoginModule class)
Design the authentication module

# - Auth module -

can be: {Simple, Unix, NT, Kerberos}

jade.security.authentication.loginmodule=
ConnectorToMas2TeringLoginModule
# - JAAS configuration file java.security.auth.login.config=jaas.conf

Figure 3: Setting up the authentication service in the configuration file

Mas2TeringAuthenticationServer {
eu.cea.ladis.mas2tering.
ConnectorToMas2TeringLoginModule required;
};

Figure 4: Jaas file
Regarding the implementation itself, our login module simply requests logins and passwords from the
calling user and then an authentication module in using encrypted messages. The authentication
module consists of a “white-list”: the server stores a list of names and passwords of users that have
been known to be trustworthy so far.
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This authentication is then used by the permission module for preventing actions from unauthenticated
users. Basically, this module is given a list of authorizations and interdictions per user. This module is
responsible for checking and enforcing these interdictions. Unauthenticated users are forbidden from
doing anything while authenticated users can be given specific rights (e.g. creating agents, sending
messages). See Figure 5 for an illustration of the content of the permission file (by default
“policy.txt”), indicating the authorizations that can be given to a user and how to provide these
authorizations.

grant principal jade.security.Name "alice" {
permission jade.security.PlatformPermission "", "create,kill";
permission jade.security.ContainerPermission "", "create,kill";
permission jade.security.AgentPermission "", "create,kill";
permission jade.security.AgentPermission "", "suspend,resume";
permission jade.security.AMSPermission
"register,deregister,modify";

"",

permission jade.security.MessagePermission "", "send-to";
};

Figure 5: Example of JADE-S permission file for user “alice”

3.1.2.2.4

Integration with other MAS2TERING components

This solution is completely transparent to MAS2TERING. The security module can operate without
affecting other modules. The only steps to be done consist in starting the security services, in
indicating it in the JADE configuration file and in starting the authentication server.
3.1.3

Secure Communication using SSCP

This section aims at detailing how communications are secured in MAS2TERING by using an
alternative solution different from the existing one and which uses the protocol SSCP (Secure Smart
Control Protocol) that will be described hereinafter.
3.1.3.1

Secure Smart Control Component Overview 4.

The Secure Smart Control (SSC) is a solution developed by CCS that implements the SSCP protocol.
This solution provides a way to secure communication between two components. In MAS2TERING,
agents will use this solution in order to secure easily communications, adding encryption and
authentication capabilities.
The SSC solution can secure communication using different security profile, such as:
-

Request authentication

-

Request authentication and encryption

-

Response authentication

-

Response authentication and encryption
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Those security profiles are applied to the communication by the Secure Communication module,
which will be called by the agent in order to secure communication.
Before any communication, the SSC checks the agent validity by comparison of software and
hardware fingerprints with MAS system fingerprints allowed in order to prevent any corrupted agent
to communicate within the MAS.
3.1.3.2 Purpose in MAS2TERING
The purpose of SSC is to provide an innovative solution to secure MAS communication with low
installation and maintenance costs, but with high security level. SSC integrates with the MAS prevent
from agent modification, agent impersonation, network attacks (man in the middle, replay, etc.).
3.1.3.3 Secure Smart Control Solution Design Decisions
The solution is based on two main processes:
-

Enrolment process: in order to register agent in the other agent

-

Secure communication process: in order to secure agent to agent communication

Enrolment Process
Agent A

Agent B, Agent C, …

SSC

SSC

Generate
secure
fingerprint
Generate
cryptographic
keys

Smart Device
Enrolement request
Device
Checking
Register
cryptographic
key

Smart Device
Enrolement response

Figure 6: SSC enrolment sequence diagram
The above figure shows how the agent registers itself into the MAS. In order to do that, each agent has
an enrolment module. The auto-enrolment module process occurs as follows:
1. SSC solution generates a secure fingerprint
2. SSC solution generates cryptographic keys
3. SSC solution sends to all other agents the enrolment request
4. Each agent check if it knows the fingerprints
5. Each agent responds with an OK or ERROR message.
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Secure Communication Process
Figure 7 presents how the proposed approach secures communication between agents.
Agent

Agent

SSC

Main application

Message to send

SSC

Main application

Send encrypted message
with authentication headers
Check agent
validity

Check
authentication
header

Decrypt
message
Send decrypted message
to application

Figure 7: Secure communication sequence diagram
Secure Smart Control Component Architecture Design
The SSC architecture is based on two main components, shown in Figure 8:
-

Secure Communication Module: this module is able to transform a non-secured message in an
authenticated and encrypted message, and it is able to check the integrity of a secured
message, and to decrypt it. This module can also register itself to the Management &
Enrolment interfaces.

-

Management & Enrolment interfaces: this module allows a user to control which kind of
device is allowed to communicate with the gateway and to manage all the registered devices
(for example, the user is able to block a lost device).
Secure Communication module
Security module

Enrolment module

Management and enrolment interface
Device Manager

Fingerprint
database

Figure 8: SSC high level design
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The secure communication module is composed of two modules:
-

The Security Module, in charge of communication encryption and authentication

-

The Enrolment Module, in charge of the enrolment process

The Management & Enrolment interface is composed of two modules:
-

The Device Manager, which provides function to suspend / revoke an agent

-

The Fingerprint Database, in charge of providing a reference database of allowed agent
fingerprints.

Secure Smart Control Components Description Security Module
The security module is in charge of processing message (request / response) sent and received. In
order to do that, it is composed of:
-

a cryptographic module, in charge of cryptographic operation,

-

an anti-replay protection module, in charge of protecting message against replay attacks,

-

an enrolment interface, in charge of communicating with the enrolment module.

3.1.3.1.1

Enrolment Module

The enrolment module is in charge of registering the agent to the other agents. It is composed of:
-

a cryptographic module, in charge of cryptographic operation,

-

a fingerprint module, in charge of generating the agent fingerprints,

-

an enrolment core module, in charge of generating enrolment request,

-

a secure storage module, in charge of cryptographic key storage,

-

a fingerprint checking module, in charge of communicating with Fingerprint Database.

3.1.3.1.2

Device Manager

The Device Manager is a management interface which allows managing the SSC solution. It is
composed of:
-

Manager API, which provide management interfaces,

-

An enrolment module interface, in charge of revoking / suspending / activating agent.

3.1.3.1.3

Fingerprint Database

The Fingerprint Database stores all allowed agent software. It is composed of:
-

A storage module, which stores all agent software fingerprints

-

A storage module interface, which provides an interface to all enrolment modules
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External Interfaces
In order to secure communication using SSC solution, external components needs to call the security
module library, shown in Figure 9. This library has two main interfaces:
-

PrepareMessage: this method secures a message to send over the networks.

-

ProcessMessage: this method checks message validity.

This library is implemented in C and Java, and could be directly integrated into frameworks, or could
be called directly by, for example, web server such as apache, through an external module.

Application

Secure Communication module

Security module

Enrolment module

Management and enrolment interface
Device Manager

Fingerprint
database

Figure 9: SSC external interface
Integration with other MAS2TERING components
In MAS2TERING, SSC security module will be integrated as a service in JADE framework.

3.2

Data Access Control

3.2.1

Data Access Control Component Overview

PANDA is a policy authoring, analysis and evaluation framework being developed at TSSG providing
Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) using the standard access control policy language; XACML
(eXtensible Access Control Markup Language). In MAS2TERING, an agent will be used to intercept
requests from external entities for information from devices in the Home Area Network (HAN). The
agent will consult PANDA for a decision on whether to allow the request to be received by the Java
Energy
ManageMent
Application
framework
(JEMMA)
from
Telecom
Italia
(http://ismb.github.io/jemma/). PANDA will provide an access control decision based on the subject
(e.g. aggregator), the data source or some set of data attributes (resource) and the request type (action).
The access control decision made by PANDA will also be based on the applicable XACML policies.
These policy rules and attributes will be used by PANDA’s Policy Decision Point (PDP) Engine. The
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outcome of the decision is either DENY or PERMIT. The agent that received the requests will forward
those requests to JEMMA if PANDA sent back PERMIT.
3.2.2

Purpose in MAS2TERING

The purpose of PANDA is to provide access control for the HAN protecting the home user from
unwanted operations from external actors and adding a level of security and privacy to personal data.
PANDA integrates with the MAS through the Device Agent which intercepts data requests and actions
on home devices.
3.2.3

Data Access Control Solution Design Decisions

Figure 10 shows a sequence diagram representing the interaction between PANDA and other
components. The Device Abstraction Layer (DAL) is the uniform interface provided by JEMMA to
interact with heterogeneous devices from various vendors. The sequence of messages occurs as
follows:
1. CEMS Agent makes a request to the Device Agent.
2. Device Agent receives request. It will not attempt to respond to the request until it receives an
access control decision.
3. PANDA Interceptor receives an event from the Device Agent having previously registered for
events.
4. The PANDA Interceptor creates a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) evaluation request and
passes it to the PANDA Context Handler.
5. The PANDA PDP engine receives a PEP Request. Using the request and the applicable
XACML policies it will compute a Policy Decision Point (PDP) answer.
6. The PDP evaluation reply is conveyed to the PANDA Interceptor via the PANDA Context
Handler.
7. The PANDA Interceptor activates the callback passed in the original event.
8. The Device Agent either allows the request (provides requested data via JEMMA REST API)
or denies it (HTTP error code 403).

Figure 10: PANDA Policy Decision
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3.2.4

Data Access Control Component Architecture Design

Figure 11: PANDA Architecture

3.2.4.1

PANDA Subcomponents and Internal Interfaces

Figure 11 illustrates the architecture of PANDA. It currently uses WSO2 [7] as the PDP. “Go” refers
to the Go programming language used to implement the Context Handler.
3.2.4.1.1

Policy Decision Point

The Policy Decision Point (PDP) engine is the core component of the platform as it enables PEP
evaluation requests to be evaluated against installed policies/policy sets. Currently, the PDP is a
customised 3rd party PDP engine (WSO2). The main customisation is the installation of a RabbitMQ
client to allow the PDP engine subscribe and publish messages to the rest of the PANDA platform.
It also has a Policy Finder class to allow it to install relevant policies from the PANDA platform
Persistence store. In order to allow policies to be created that can use attributes known to the PANDA
platform, a PANDA Attribute Designator class is available to make attribute requests to the Context
Handler.
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3.2.4.1.2

Context Handler

PANDA Context Handler acts like a proxy between external components such as the Device Agent
and XACML policy engine or the PDP.
There is no standardised way for a XACML-compliant PDP engine to request attribute values from the
Context Handler. The PANDA platform defines the message as the following JSON structure:
{"attributeRequest": {
"attributeDesignator": {
"name":"<attribute-name>",
"relatedName":"<related-attribute-name>",
"relatedValue":"<related-attribute-value>"
},
},
"attributeResult": {
"resultValues":"<result-array>"
}
}

From the above it can be inferred that a PDP attribute request will specify the name (attribute
designator name), relatedType is the value of the known attribute and relatedValue is the known
attribute value. The Context Handler will fill in an array of zero or more values in the "resultValues"
array.
For example, if a request specifies a "from person" but the policy rules relate to a person's group, then
the PDP will make a request and the Context Handler will determine the group(s) that a person
belongs to and return the information. The PDP will then be able to evaluate the policy set and
determine if policy target(s) and related rules apply.
3.2.4.1.3

PANDA Analytics

The four main components of the PANDA analytics sub-system are:
•

Analytics Aggregator: Listens for analytics AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol)
messages and saves the messages to the PANDA platform persistence store. Multiple
instances of this component are possible in order to ensure that the AMQP messages are
process in a timely manner.

•

Persistence Store: A repository for the various analytical information forwarded by the
Analytics Aggregator.

•

Analytics REST API: A REST API that allow clients to retrieve relevant analytical
information from the Persistence Store. Aggregation of basic analytical information would be
expected from this component and preferably carried out in the Persistence Store.

•

Dashboard UIs: Different dashboards to present different types of analytical information will
exist. The primary dashboards will be the Platform Management UI (how well the platform is
performing PEP requests) and the Policy Usage UI (how PEP requests are being evaluated and
policy/policy set usage).

3.2.4.2

External Interfaces

The PANDA platform is based on a Micro Services Architecture using components that have no direct
link to any other components and communicating via REST APIs (for data usually) and an AMQPcompliant server, RabbitMQ. There is, however, a need for a defined set of message structures so that
sending and receiving components can agree on the information in transit.
This requirement places no limitations on the components other than the form of information
serialisation is supported in a particular component's language stack. AMQP itself is agnostic to the
format of the information being transmitted but the form of serialisation should support conciseness in
order to minimise transmission latency and maximise transport efficiency.
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In most cases, JSON is used due to its very wide support in various languages and position
independence of its elements unlike the use of YAML (YAML Ain't Markup Language)
3.2.5

Integration with other MAS2TERING Components

3.2.5.1

PEP to Context Handler (PEP Request)

Currently the PEP intercepts external messages to JEMMA devices and uses the following JSON
structure to send a PEP request to the Context Handler:
{
"subject-id": "<subject-value>",
"resource-id": "<resource-value>",
"action-id": "<action-value>"
}
In the above structure, the requesting entity is the subject-id, the target device is the resource-id and
the requested action, e.g. switching off device, is the action-id.
3.2.5.2

Context Handler to PEP (PDP Evaluation of a PEP Request)

The PDP evaluation result is conveyed in the following JSON structure:
{
"decision": "<result-value>"
}
The Context Handler assembles PEP requests into XACML requests but could in future also assemble
them into the XACML approved JSON request profile. PDP evaluations are returned to the Context
Handler via a XACML PDP response.
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4

Data Privacy Protection

4.1

Anonymization techniques

There are two types of approaches that can be used to support anonymization of data that has been
stored in a database, shown in Figure 12: (i) Interactive Scenario – which is akin to the use of a
statistical database; (ii) Non-interactive Scenario – which involves publishing data to run subsequent
external queries. These two approaches are illustrated in the figure below. The choice of the approach
determines how much data is “exposed” to external third parties and the complexity of queries that can
be carried out on the data. Two general approaches to support anonymization include [8]: (i)
Randomisation involves modifying the content of the data set; (ii) Suppression involves removing
values associated with particular attributes to limit possible disclosure. The type of approach adopted
in a particular context is very much dependent on the types of data mining queries a user is likely to
make on the data (after it has been anonymized).

Figure 12: Anonymization approaches (general) –from [9]
The “Interactive Scenario” approach suggests that a user queries data that is kept on a server – and the
data is not generally released to other parties. In this approach, the types of queries that can be
submitted to the data can be controlled – which increases the potential privacy of the data. However,
due to this limit, complex queries cannot be directly supported on the data, making it difficult to
undertake more complex analysis and aggregation of data with other sources. This approach assumes
that as new data becomes available, the data owner has the ability to control access to it, and to
restrict/limit queries that can be submitted to previous versions of the data.
The “Non-Interactive Scenario” involves publishing the data externally – so users can run any queries
they prefer whilst keeping the data locally. The benefit of this approach is that an external user can
store the data locally and process it in any way desired. A key distinguishing characteristic of this
approach is that once the data has been released, it is no longer within the control of the data owner. It
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is therefore necessary to ensure that enough information is removed from the released data to prevent
any privacy breaches.
4.1.1

Attribute vs. Identifier based Anonymization

To support privacy, the following aspects of the data need to be considered:
•

Direct identifiers
–

•

Quasi-identifiers
–

•

attributes that can explicitly re-identify individuals, such as name, mailing address,
phone number, other national IDs, and email address.
attributes which in combination can lead to identity disclosure, such as demographics
(e.g., gender, date of birth, and zip code)

Sensitive attributes
–

Attributes which individuals are not willing to be associated with (i.e. sensitive
information that could reveal a particular condition about an individual)

The choice of the algorithm used to support privacy needs to ensure that the following types of
disclosers are prevented:
•

Identity disclosure
–

•

Membership disclosure
–

•

an attacker can infer with high probability that an individual’s record is contained in
the published data.

Attribute disclosure
–

4.1.2

an attacker can associate an individual with their record in a published dataset. This is
often a key objective in many anonymization approaches.

occurs when an individual is associated with information about their sensitive
attributes, i.e. an attacker is able to gain access to a value associate with such an
attribute.
Types of Approaches2

The key aims of many anonymization approaches is to support privacy-preserving data publishing
(often referred to as PPDP). A variety of algorithms exist that support such anonymization to enable
subsequent data mining on the data to be carried out. A typical scenario for data collection and
publishing involves a data collection phase in which the data publisher collects data from record
owners (e.g., Alice and Bob). In the data publishing phase, the data publisher releases the collected
data to a data analysis algorithm or to the public, called the data recipient, who will then conduct data
analysis on the published data. In MAS2TERING, data collection is supported at the Historical Data
Server, where data is accumulated periodically. Anonymization needs to be carried out on this data so
that subsequent analysis on it can be carried out via a Forecasting Service.
Two key models of data publishing may be employed: (i) in the « untrusted » model, the data
publisher is not trusted and may attempt to identify sensitive information from data made available via
record owners. Conversely, in the « trusted » model – the data publisher is trustworthy and record
owners are willing to provide their personal information, however, the trust is not transitive to the data
recipient. One often made assumption is that the data recipient may be an attacker interested in
2

A significant part of the material in this section has been derived from [10].
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retrieving sensitive information from the data provided by record owners. This makes anonymization
strategies different from encryption and cryptographic approaches, in which only authorized recipients
are given the private key for accessing the data. A major challenge in PPDP is to simultaneously
preserve both the privacy and the usefulness of the information in the anonymized data. Usefulness is
often characterized based on the types of queries that are likely to be made on the data, and therefore
the likely information loss that can be tolerated in a particular context.
In the most basic form of PPDP, the data publisher has a table of the form:
D(Explicit_Identifier, Quasi_Identifier, Sensitive_Attributes, Non-Sensitive_Attributes),
where Explicit_Identifier is a set of attributes, such as name and personal identification number,
containing information that explicitly identifies record owners; Quasi_Identifier (QID) is a set of
attributes that could potentially identify record owners; Sensitive_Attributes consists of sensitive
person-specific information such as energy (electrical) usage associated with a particular address,
salary, and disability status; and Non-Sensitive_Attributes contains all attributes that do not fall into
the previous three categories. The four sets of attributes are disjoint. Most works assume that each
record in the table represents a distinct record owner
k-Anonymity: This approach group together data items/records to avoid identification of individuals
within a data set. It involves removing field labels (replacing them with wildcards, e.g. *) or creating a
parameter range. Using k-anonymization, if one record in the table has some value qid, at least k-1
other records also have the value qid. In other words, the minimum group size on QID is at least k. A
table satisfying this requirement is called k-anonymous. In a k-anonymous table, each record is
indistinguishable from at least k-1 other records with respect to QID. Consequently, the probability of
linking a victim to a specific record through QID is at most 1/k.
l-Diversity: This approach groups items by reducing granularity of representation. It involves creating
a group where there are at least “l” different variants on a particular parameter value (particularly for
some “sensitive” attribute in the data). The l-Diversity approaches requires every qid group to contain
at least l “well-represented” sensitive values. There are several instantiations of this principle, which
differ in the definition of being well-represented. The simplest understanding of “well-represented” is
to ensure that there are at least l distinct values for the sensitive attribute in each qid group. This
distinct l-diversity privacy model (also known as p-sensitive k-anonymity) automatically satisfies kanonymity, where k=l, because each qid group contains at least l records. Distinct l-Diversity cannot
prevent probabilistic inference attacks because some sensitive values are naturally more frequent than
others in a group, enabling an attacker to conclude that a record in the group is very likely to have
those values.
L-Diversity has the limitation of implicitly assuming that each sensitive attribute takes values
uniformly over its domain, that is, the frequencies of the various values of a confidential attribute are
similar. When this is not the case, achieving l-Diversity may cause a large data utility loss.
t-Closeness: When the overall distribution of values, associated with a sensitive attribute is skewed, LDiversity does not prevent attribute linkage attacks. We provide an example to illustrate this scenario - consider a customer table where 95% of records have postcode CF23 and 5% of records have
postcode LE4. Suppose that a qid group has 50% of postcode CF23 and 50% have postcode LE4 and,
therefore, satisfies 2-diversity. However, this group presents a serious privacy threat because any
record owner in the group could be inferred as having postcode LE4 with 50% confidence, compared
to 5% in the overall table. t-Closeness requires the distribution of a sensitive attribute in any group on
QID to be close to the distribution of the attribute in the overall table. t-closeness uses the Earth
Mover Distance (EMD) function to measure the closeness between two distributions of sensitive
values, and requires the closeness to be within a threshold “t”. t-closeness has several limitations and
weaknesses. First, it lacks the flexibility of specifying different protection levels for different sensitive
values. Second, the EMD function is not suitable for preventing attribute linkage on numerical
sensitive attributes. Third, enforcing t-closeness would greatly degrade the data utility because it
requires the distribution of sensitive values to be the same in all qid groups. This would significantly
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damage the correlation between QID and sensitive attributes. One way to decrease the damage is to
relax the requirement by adjusting the thresholds with the increased risk of skewness attacks.
e-Differential privacy: This privacy approach focuses on storing data within a statistical database. The
approach indicates that the risk to one’s privacy should not substantially (as bounded by e) increase as
a result of participating in a statistical database. Thus an attacker should not be able to learn any
information about any participant that they could not learn if the participant had opted out of the
database. One could then state with some confidence that there is a low risk of any individual’s
privacy being compromised as a result of their participation in the database. This is the most complex
approach and would be the hardest to implement in MAS2TERING.
The most popular privacy model for protecting customer demographics is k-anonymity [11] and has
therefore been adopted in MAS2TERING project. From [9], K-anonymity requires each record in a
dataset “D” to contain the same values in the set of Quasi-IDentifier attributes (QIDs) with at least (k1) other tuples in D. Recall that quasi-identifiers are typically innocuous attributes that can be used in
combination to link external data sources with the published dataset. Satisfying k-anonymity offers
protection against identity disclosure, because it limits the probability of linking an individual to its
record, based on QIDs, to 1/k. The parameter k controls the level of offered privacy and is set by data
publishers. We have investigated different values of “k” for the data set we have been using, to
evaluate the benefit/limitation of using these different approaches.
Another privacy model that has been proposed for demographic data is K-map [9] – which is similar
to K-anonymity but considers that the data linking is performed based on larger datasets (called
population tables), from which the published dataset has been derived. Thus, K-map is less restrictive
than K-anonymity, typically allowing the publishing of more detailed information, which helps data
utility preservation. On the negative side, however, the k-map privacy model is weaker (in terms of
offered privacy protection) than k-anonymity because it assumes that: (i) attackers do not know
whether a record is included in the published dataset and (ii) data publishers have access to the
population table.
The other anonymization approaches can also be used in the context of this work, but their
computational complexity increases with data set size. A general comparison of the anonymization
techniques are also illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Summary of Techniques – from [10]

4.2

K-Anonymization & Implementation

Several techniques, both syntactic and semantic, for protection using the various algorithms outlined
above have been investigated for the MAS2TERING project but the primary protection model to be
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realised MAS2TERING will be k-anonymization which guarantees that from the perspective of a
given attribute that the entity that attribute belongs to cannot be differentiated form ‘k’ others in the
data set. Protection of disclosure types delivered by k-anonymization includes:
•

direct re-identification - where attribute can identify an individual or entity directly

•

membership - where a set of attributes in combination if not protected could lead to identity
disclosure

•

attribute association - attributes which an entity should not be associated with

The following libraries that support K-Anonymization were evaluated:
•

ARX Framework [12]: An open source framework supporting an API for transforming data
sets using generalization, suppression, aggregations among others.

•

University of Texas Dallas (UTD) Anonymization Toolbox [13]: Similarly, this is an open
source library provisions supporting a wide range of anonymization algorithms over several
protection methods.

Comparison results for these two techniques are given in Error! Reference source not found..
Table 2 Comparison of Anonymization Library based on the Features
Feature

ARX Framework

UTD Anonymization Toolbox

K-anonymity

plain K-anonymity

datafly,
Mondrian
Multidimensional K-Anonymity

Other
support
(for
possible later addition)

L-diversity,
T-closeness,
delta Incognito, Incognito with
disclosure privacy and presence and diversity, Incognito with
well as semantic models
closeness, Anatomy

Utility analysis

yes

-

yes

-

Re-identification
analysis

risk

Input

file, database drivers,
excel, object based API

Microsoft unstructured text file

Output

file, database drivers,
excel, object based API

Microsoft unstructured text file

Configuration

object based API, configuration file

structured
text
file
command line options

Activation

object based API

command line

Open Source

yes – API and tool

yes - API

Documentation

good

adequate

Tools

API, graphical interface - multi API
platform anonymisation tool

LT-

XML,

While both libraries provide rich toolsets the ARX library was selected for use in MAS2TERING.
From a functionality perspective, ARX has defined workflows and more complete process support
with the provisions of utility and re-identification. However, UTD anonymization algorithms are more
developed. The object-oriented approach adopted in the ARX library enables easier integration of the
supported algorithms in MAS2TERING. This enables the underlying algorithm to be modified if
requirements change in the future. The user tool provision could also be useful for testing.
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The workflow in ARX accommodates the need to achieve the balance between utility and the privacy
level rendered, and the processes can be iterative. The process begins with the specification of
configuration including parameters such as (K-Anonymity) parameters and the generation of a
generalisation hierarchy. The anonymization process is then invoked followed by analysis of the
solution to determine if the required privacy metrics have been met. An optimal transformation is
considered to be the transformation that results in minimal information loss according to some metric.
Analysis consists of examining the transformed data set to determine re-identification risks and the
process can be repeated if the required parameters are not upheld. For each transformation node, the
main information is a Boolean stating weather the node is anonymous and indicates the lower and
upper information loss (for the optimum, an exact value for information loss is calculated, the
framework does not compute that for all nodes. The framework also offers the ability to retrieve
statistics about the transformation.
4.2.1

Testing

The object based ARX API was used for testing in anticipation for implementing the intended web
services. The implemented test code is shown below in pseudo code form. Additional information
about testing can be found in the deliverable associated with WP6.
Only the Elexon dataset is currently available which primarily consists of consumption data divided
into averaged profiles of electricity usage. It does not contain any identify information such as that
expected to be supplied by electricity deployed in consumers’ homes. Therefore, a small data set
consisting of some customer identity attributes and meter readings was created. While that is not
actual data it is considered adequate for demonstration purposes and only the import / loading
implementation will need to be adapted when more realistic simulated data is available or real data is
acquired. The test dataset was created as several database tables using a SQLite database client user
interface. The code implementation performs some data preparation (see section 4.3) and similarly this
was carried out using database tools and the resultant ‘prepared’ input data is shown in Figure
14Error! Reference source not found..
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Figure 14: Generated (Sample) Input Data
4.2.2

Preliminary Results

For testing and in preparation of implementing the intended web services, testing has been carried out
using the ARX API using the class-based interfaces. However for the purposes of reporting, the
dataset has been loaded into the ARX graphic user tool. For the purposes of presentation, various
output artefacts have been generated form the implemented test code or manually duplicated and
imported into the UI tool. Specifically for input, an abstraction hierarchy was generated. That
hierarchy is range based for level 1 abstraction and the ranges are fairly arbitrary as is the level 2
abstraction. The test abstraction hierarchy and input data is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: The Test Dataset Visualisation
The sample results summary

The ARX Framework API provides a has a range of analysis facilities which will be used in the agent
implementation as a decision criteria about performing further processing or ‘publishing’ the resultant
database (see section 5.3). Some of the generated output analyses are shown in Figure 16, Figure 17
and Figure 18.

Figure 16: The Sample Results Summary
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Figure 17: The Output Data and Stats
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Figure 18: The analysis metrics for the transformed dataset using K-Anonymization
where k = 3
The ARX framework provides several metrics for analysis of re-identification of transformed data.
The models available are
•

prosecutor scenario – information about an individual is known to be contained in the dataset

•

journalist scenario – not know if a given individual’s data is contained in the dataset

•

marketer scenario – the objective is to re-identify a large proportion of individuals in the
dataset rather than specific individuals

Where relevant for the models, results are given to quantify the proportion of records in the dataset at
risk, the proportion at highest risk and the attack success rate. A detailed analysis with Prosecutor
scenario based comparison is also illustrated in Table 3.
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Table 3 The comparison of anonymization approaches (the prosecutor scenario-based)
k-anon
(k=3)

k-map
(k=3)

k-anon + k-map
(k=3)

differential

Lowest prosecutor risk (%)

12.5

12.5

12.5

n/a

Records affected by lowest
risk (%)

27.6

27.6

27.6

n/a

Average prosecutor risk (%)

17.24

17.24

17.24

n/a

Highest prosecutor risk (%)

25

25

25

n/a

Records affected by highest
risk (%)

13.8

13.8

13.8

n/a

Information loss (%)

18.2

18.2

18.2

0

The type of data being generated from smart meters for testing was taken as accumulated electrical
energy but if additional attributes are required to be anonymized the same analysis tools will be used
to uphold protection metrics.

K-Anonymization “Quality” Metrics
The ARX toolkit uses a number of “data quality” measures associated with the anonymization process
– and influenced by the amount of information loss associated with each attribute in the dataset.
Hence, utility measures may either be based on equivalence classes (called single-dimensional) or
based on the individual information loss of each attribute (called multi-dimensional). Several quality
metrics have been proposed in literature, their aim in one way or another is to minimize the amount of
information loss resulting from the generalization and suppression operations that are applied to
produce the transformed dataset. The following functions are supported [14]:
1. Rank: Ordered list of the utilities of all attributes, which will be compared lexicographically.
This is the recommended default aggregate function.
2. Geometric mean: The geometric mean of the utilities of all attributes.
3. Arithmetic mean: The arithmetic mean of the utilities of all attributes.
4. Sum: The sum of the utilities of all attribute.
Multi-dimensional measures may be further parameterized with attribute weights. This allows to
reduce the degree of generalization that will be applied to attributes that are important to your use
cases. ARX implements the following multi-dimensional measures:
1. Loss: This measure summarizes the coverage of the domain of an attribute. ARX provides a
methods for measuring this coverage (as illustrated in the Table above). Moreover, the variant
implemented by ARX may be further parameterized to influence the degree of generalization
and suppression that will be applied to a dataset. This enables the user to influence the amount
of information loss to tolerate – given the list of queries they intend to submit to the
anonymized version of the data generated.
2. Non-uniform entropy: This metric measures information loss based on the loss of entropy, i.e.,
information content. To this end, it utilizes the concept of mutual information (measuring the
dependency between two variables) [15].
3. Height: This metric measures information loss based on the sum of the generalization levels
applied to all quasi-identifiers. It is independent of the actual input dataset.
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4. Precision: This metric measures information loss based on the normalized generalization
levels summarized for all values of all quasi-identifiers.
Moreover, ARX also supports other single-dimensional measures for data utility, such as:
1. Average equivalence class size: This metric measures information loss based on the size of the
equivalence classes resulting from a transformation. It does not take into account the actual
values of the quasi-identifiers in the input dataset.
2. Discernibility: This metric measures information loss based on the size of the equivalence
classes resulting from a transformation. It does not take into account the actual values of the
quasi-identifiers in the input dataset.

4.3

Use of K-Anonymization in MAS2TERING

An application of the anonymization service in MAS2TERING is the use of this for data maintained at
the Historical Data Server. We envisage two types of deployments of the anonymization service: (i) as
an agent that can be invoked using an ACL messages; (ii) as a service which is invoked using
HTTP/REST interface. Both styles of deployment provide the interactive and non-interactive scenarios
described above are supported by the behavior of the anonymization component of the aggregator
agent (see the deployment shown in Figure 20 and 21). The rendered behavior provides database
access and (restricted) query replies to anonymized data for non-trusted agents. For the agent-based
deployment, as shown in the deployment diagram the agent is a JADE implementation and uses the
FIPA ACL communications library provided by that framework. The following anonymization
components exhibit three main activities:
•

Manage communications – the agent listens for incoming messages from clients. Some of the
message types accepted include the specification of metrics for the type of anonymization
algorithm to consider, and the data source on whic the anonymization is to be performed.
Additionally the agent can respond immediately to restricted queries to data.

•

Monitor internal agent state – the agent monitors its internal state manifested by several
parameters such as the number of pending data set anonymization requests, typical
performance of the anonymization loop and any time-based default triggering, age of received
data that have not been added to the last anonymization output.

•

Perform the anonymization – using the current setting for protection and utility metrics a near
optimum anonymized dataset is generated. The agent aims to reach the required level of
protection while maintaining the parameters requested for utility. Data is prepared for
anonymization using database functionality e.g. table joins although alternatively could be
completed using the ARX API data manipulation methods. The anonymization process is then
activated. After rendering the anonymized data into the anonymization database, the registered
interested clients are notified that a new dataset is available. Referencing of the source and
processed (anonymized) result data set will be with the use of URI references.

To validate the overall operation, we have simulated the generation of meter data, generated at 30
minute intervals, consisting of accumulated electrical energy consumption. Testing will be carried out
with much larger datasets to assess performance. However the generation and access to the
anonymized database is typically asynchronous as mentioned above.
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Figure 19: Interaction between Anonymization Service and (i) Historical Data Server;
(ii) Forecasting Service

Figure 20: The Anonymization Deployment – illustrating the general use of the agentbased deployment
Internally the anonymization service uses the open source framework ARX which offers
transformation implementations for several anonymization models as well as implementations for
carrying out utility and risk analysis. The following table illustrate the manifestations of the activities
that compose the anonymization mechanism in Figure 19 using the ARX Framework libraries and a
framework for manipulating databases, namely SQLite.
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Figure 21: Contextualizing the Anonymization Service with reference to other
MAS2TERING components
Table 4 The implementation of anonymization loop activities in java (summarised)
Activity
prepare dataset

generate
abstraction
hierarchy

code utilisation
Class.forName(JDBC_DRIVER);
System.out.println("Connecting to database...");
conn = DriverManager.getConnection(DB_URL,USER,PASS);
System.out.println("Creating statement...");
stmt = conn.createStatement();
String sql;
sql
=
"SELECT
first_name,
last_name,
reading,
customers.customer_id
FROM
customers
INNER
JOIN
meter_reading
ON
customers.customer_id
=
meter_reading.customer_id";
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql);
HierarchyBuilderIntervalBased<Long>
meterReadingsBuilder
=
HierarchyBuilderIntervalBased.create(DataType.INTEGER,
new Range<Long>(0l, 0l, 0l), new Range<Long>(10000l,
10000l, 10000l));
….
meterReadingsBuilder.addInterval(6000l, 10000l, "very
high");

notes
live database
manipulation
to prepare data
for
presentation to
the
ARX
framework

setting
attribute
sensitivity and
building
an
abstraction
hierarchy

meterReadingsBuilder.getLevel(0).addGroup(2,
"low").addGroup(2, "normal").addGroup(2, "high");
meterReadingsBuilder.getLevel(1).addGroup(2,
"lownormal").addGroup(1, "high");
data.getDefinition().setAttributeType("reading",
meterReadingsBuilder);
data.getDefinition().setDataType("reading",
DataType.INTEGER);
data.getDefinition().setAttributeType("reading",
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AttributeType.QUASI_IDENTIFYING_ATTRIBUTE);
data.getDefinition().setAttributeType("customer_id",
AttributeType.INSENSITIVE_ATTRIBUTE);
ARXConfiguration config = ARXConfiguration.create();
config.addCriterion(new
KAnonymity(kAnonLevel));

configure
anonymization

generate
anonymised
dataset

evaluate
information
and attack
metrics

ARXResult result = anonymizer.anonymize(data, config);
DataHandle handle = result.getHandle();
int numRows = handle.getNumRows();
int numCols = handle.getNumColumns();
String element = handle.getValue(0, 0);

loss
risk

System.out.println("transformed data");
System.out.println("id\tfirst\tlast\treading");
for(int r = 0; r < numRows; r++){
for(int c = 0; c < numCols; c++){
System.out.print(handle.getValue(r,
c)
"\t");
}
System.out.println();
}
ARXNode node = result.getGlobalOptimum();
Anonymity an = node.getAnonymity();
node.getMaximumInformationLoss();

setting
the
anonymisation
model
and
associated
parameters
activate
the
configured
anomyizser
and examine
the result

+

Anonymity isAnon = node.isAnonymous();

The test implementation above has demonstrated the data preparation, anonymization, configuration
and some simple analysis. Most of the utility and protections analysis features described in the
previous section from the ARX UI tool are available in the API, so some further work will be to
identify the best suited for use in MAS2TERING. The thresholds for those metrics for generating the
anonymized database, e.g. metrics upheld in Figure 19, also remains to be investigated.
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5

Summary and Conclusion

This document presents the design and implementation of a cybersecurity solution for smart grids in
general, and then how these can be made use of within the MAS2TERING project. This cybersecurity
process has two main layers including the data protection mechanism to provide secure
communication and data access control, and the data privacy protection using anonymization process.
The proposed data protection mechanism consists of two main aspects: (i) securing communication
among the devices (agent to agent, agent to other services) and (ii) secure data access control for these
devices.
The secure communication among the devices can be achieved with a sufficient encrypted
communication and data integration protocols. To achieve this target, a JADE-S based authentication
and encryption solution is discussed and presented in detail. The proposed solution uses a Java runtime
environment, which is scalable, extendable and flexible solution with a simple implementation
methodology. To encrypt the data during the communication, JADE-S utilises symmetric and
asymmetric encryption protocols.
To provide the authentication with JADE-S, the proposed system categorised a device as being
trustworthy (or not). However, it has been found that the JADE-S based authentication process was
not efficient for the scope of the MAS2TERING project. This is due to the particular security
approach adopted in JADE-S which relies on the use of either local passwords or on extensive servermanagement solutions. Hence the JADE-S based solution is enhanced by implementing additional
services within MAS2TERING with a baseline login module.
The second step of the secure communication and authentication process is based on the use of the
secure smart communication protocol (SSCP). This solution enables evaluation of security levels
associated with communicating devices involved in the data capture. CCS has developed a secure
smart control process within the scope of MAS2TERING project to provide the security levels to the
multi agent systems (MAS).
Another stage of security is also introduced to protect the home level communications using a
prioriety system, called PANDA – a policy authoring, analysis and evaluation framework. When an
agent needs to connect to another agent, a PANDA based decision and authentication process will be
activated to evaluate the access control level for the home level communication networks.
Finally a data privacy protection process is presented in detail. The available models were discussed in
detail based on interactive and non-interactive use case scenarios. Moreover, the need for the
anonymization process is also presented briefly. In addition, the requirement for an anonymization
process is defined in detailed. Based on existing literature, it has been found that the most popular and
efficient anonymization process in the context of the MAS2TERING project is the use of kanonymization. Further design is carried out using a K-anonymization process using an existing open
source software library called ARX (a comparison with another software library UTA anonymization
is also presented). An available data set is utilised for testing using Elecon energy data set. Based on
the use of the ARX library, we evaluate quality metrics (such as information loss and generalisation)
that can be associated with the anonymization process – and the potential benefit/limitation the process
has on the resulting data.
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Annex A

System Security Requirements

In this section, the most relevant requirements (functional, non-functional and security-related) of
MAS2TERING system are given. They have been extracted from D2.1 and describe software
components developed that are also aligned with these requirements.
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

R-Functional-01: The platform must provide agents a unique identity, a discovery mechanism and
a communication mechanism. These service and communication should be transparent to the
physical location of agents. Fit Criterion: The agents to find other agents could consult yellow
pages. Agents can be identified by a unique identifier provided by a naming service. The agents
communicate through a specific service provided by the platform, independent of the transport
layer.
R-Functional-02: The platform must provide secure communication and authentication of agents.
Fit Criterion: The platform must guarantee that all the agents present in the system are authorized
agents. No information should leak outside the platform during communication. The content and
origin of messages should be certified.
R-Functional-03: Communication with software or agents that are not hosted by the platform
should be secure. Fit Criterion: When communicating with software outside the platform,
communications should be encrypted to avoid data theft and authenticated to avoid attacks.
R-Functional-04: Content-Based Security must ensure protecting data at its source, identifying
users, and manage and control the access to that stored data. Fit Criterion: The component
securely encrypts data and controls access to the data per user by integrating access control
mechanisms.
R-Non Functional-01: It shall use standard encryption algorithms. Fit Criterion: The component
uses standard secure algorithms such as AES.
R-Non-Functional-02: Only allowed resources must access to the district. Fit Criterion: A CEMS
must access only to its energy district and not neighbourhood resources. Resources managed by a
CEMS not working properly must be removed from the district manager.

R-Sec-04. The systems using the equipment (smart appliances, smart meter) must be protected
against use by unauthorised persons. Fit Criterion: Client user, DSO operator, and maintenance
personnel shall be the only user to interact with the equipment. User right shall be set accordingly
R-Sec-10. Any abuse or negligence affecting sensitive applications (or personal data) and the
systems accommodating them must be detected. Fit Criterion: Access control must be set
accordingly to match user role.
R-Sec-11. Logical access control to CEMS must be protected by an authentication and
identification process. Fit Criterion: The system shall enforce an access control policy to deny
access to sensitive function or information without prior successful authentication.
R-Sec-17. All access to the systems must be protected by an authentication and identification
device. Fit Criterion: Assignment of resources to a district shall be made with the owner’s
consent.
R-sec-19. Communication interfaces must protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of
transmissions. Fit Criterion: Private information shall be encrypted prior being sent over a public
network.
R-sec-27. It must be possible to establish the authentication and non-repudiation of
communications when necessary. Fit Criterion: Authenticity of the monitoring information must
be guaranteed.
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